Remainiacs have moved their
goalposts!
While the official Leave campaign faced much flak – both
during and after the campaign – for giving misleading
information, the Remain campaign was no better.
This scathing article exposes their hypocrisy. The author
compares current statements from hard-core remainers with the
things they were saying during the campaign. The cusp of the
author’s argument is that Open Britain, which is what the
failed Britain Stronger in Europe has now become, is arguing
that leaving the Single Market would be a disaster. A few
months ago, on the other hand, they were saying that leaving
the EU would be a disaster. In other words, adopting the exit
strategy they are now throwing their weight behind, would mean
there need not be any economic damage from withdrawal. This
isn’t what they were saying in the run up to June 23rd. To
quote:“For top Remainers the EU referendum was never about
economics. It was about their craven desire to live in an
amorphous internationalist blob where the nation state is
fatally undermined and the strongest level of government and
identity reforms at the European level. That’s what they
wanted but couldn’t say in public. And so instead they falsely
equated the EU with the single market in an attempt to scare
low information voters and assorted unthinking lefties that
voting for Brexit inherently meant economic doom.”
We must be thankful that most remainers, including Labour MPs,
have accepted the result of June’s vote but it would be very
good news if they were prepared to admit that they were at the
time deliberately diverting attention away from the EEA/EFTA
option which they are now ardently embracing. From David
Cameron downwards, they all knew that this exit route would

take us out of the political union, preserve our trade links
and – most importantly – be a far more popular option than
continued EU membership.
Furthermore, this implicit admission shoots dead any idea of a
second referendum. If erstwhile hard-core remainers are
admitting that the EEA/EFTA exit route really isn’t too bad,
they would be laughed out of town if they tried to crank up
Project Fear again. Thankfully, the goalposts have moved; the
debate is no longer about in or out, but rather about the best
route out. For this, we must be thankful.
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